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Better insights.
Better decisions.
DataICA’s automated customer insights engine enriches and
profiles your customer and prospects contact data directly in
your CRM and presents easy to digest analytics and insights.
DataICA delivers your data with enhanced segmentation in
one user-friendly dashboard allowing you to create insightful
narrative about your contacts preferences and turn insights
into better business decisions.

TUR N IN SIG H T S I NTO ACT I O NS

SEAMLESS SALESFORC E IN T EG RAT ION

In a customer-centric world, the ability to capture consumer

Effortlessly analyse your data directly from Salesforce. Increase

insights to shape your customer journey and inform your sales

your knowledge of your existing accounts, bring multiple layers

and marketing efforts is critically important. The challenge is

of data together, and gain the full picture of your contacts in

bringing together various datasets without the need for manual

near real-time. With API Salesforce integration, our cloud-based

intervention and transforming them into actionable insights that

solution ensures a single source of truth for all your sales and

drive results.

marketing activities.

DataICA marries your data with industry-leading information
sources to provide a more comprehensive picture of your
customers and prospects. Our intelligent, automated solution
ensures you have a complete view of your customer. Leveraging
globally recognised profiling and segmentation partners,
DataICA combines results with your existing data in a connected
warehouse to create powerful insights for every customer.

OU R EX P ERIEN C E IS YOU R ADVAN TAGE
First and foremost we are experts in data. Our local knowledge
together with our commitment to data quality is what sets
us apart. With nearly three decades’ experience, DCA will
expertly customise an automated data driven solution to your
exact requirements and business rules. Our experienced data

Our cloud-based solution comes to you configured to your exact

professionals understand that no two strategies are the same,

requirements. Our data expert’s remove the guess work; we take

and they partner with you to understand your ongoing data

the time to understand your strategy and data requirements,

requirements in order to maximise your success.

conducting a complete data audit prior to implementing your
automated solution. This approach ensures you maximise your
ROI and you’re only accessing the modules you need, with the
flexibility to add additional modules at any time.
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How DataICA works
DataICA enriches and profiles your
customer and prospects contact
data directly in your CRM
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TH E DCA DIFFE R E NCE

LET’S TALK

With nearly three decades’ experience, DCA are leaders in data

DCA are experts in providing innovative data management

migration and consolidation. Our business is built on having the

solutions, data quality governance and bespoke software

best people, systems and solutions at hand for our clients.

development. Our corporate, government and not-for-profit

We offer:

clients in Australia and around the globe rely on our customer-

• Strategies that reduce risk of data loss or business disruption,
• Simplified processes that reduce the burden on your team,

management software, applications and consulting services to
make business critical decisions.
For nearly three decades we have helped organisations of every

• Cost efficient solutions,

size to harness the power of their data through our team of

• Quick and powerful implementation via our proprietary

experts in our Melbourne headquarters and offices in Sydney,

Nirvana software,
• Proven track record in delivering on time and on budget,

Bangkok and Boston.
Is it time to better manage your data?

• Guaranteed high-quality data transformation.

REC E N T CASE ST U D I E S A ND T E S T I MO NI A LS
Visit data.com.au for examples of our recent work.
Contact us today
P

03 9320 9000
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